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ABSTRACT

This study investigated whether a short intensive psycho-
physical auditory training program is associated with speech percep-
tion benefits and changes in cortical auditory evoked potentials
(CAEPs) in adult cochlear implant (CI) users. Ten adult implant
recipients trained approximately 7 hours on psychophysical tasks
(Gap-in-Noise Detection, Frequency Discrimination, Spectral
Rippled Noise [SRN], Iterated Rippled Noise, Temporal Modula-
tion). Speech performance was assessed before and after training
using Lexical Neighborhood Test (LNT) words in quiet and in
eight-speaker babble. CAEPs evoked by a natural speech stimulus
/baba/ with varying syllable stress were assessed pre- and post-
training, in quiet and in noise. SRN psychophysical thresholds
showed a significant improvement (78% on average) over the training
period, but performance on other psychophysical tasks did not
change. LNT scores in noise improved significantly post-training
by 11% on average compared with three pretraining baseline meas-
ures. N1P2 amplitude changed post-training for /baba/ in quiet
(p ¼ 0.005, visit 3 pretraining versus visit 4 post-training). CAEP
changes did not correlate with behavioral measures. CI recipients’
clinical records indicated a plateau in speech perception performance
prior to participation in the study. A short period of intensive
psychophysical training produced small but significant gains in
speech perception in noise and spectral discrimination ability. There
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remain questions about the most appropriate type of training and the
duration or dosage of training that provides the most robust out-
comes for adults with CIs.

KEYWORDS: Cochlear implant, cortical auditory evoked potential,

auditory rehabilitation, auditory training, auditory plasticity, speech

in noise

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to (1) describe auditory training

tasks used in the literature; (2) list outcome measures used for determining efficacy of auditory rehabilitation.

Difficulty understanding speech in noise is
a major factor contributing to poor uptake and
usage of hearing devices. Although hearing
devices are regarded as a primary rehabilitation
option for people with hearing loss (HL), their
usage does not always result in successfully
understanding speech in noise. A review of
adult cochlear implant (CI) users in Victoria,
Australia reported median speech perception
scores of 68%.1 These scores were achieved
when listening to single words presented in
quiet; results were poorer and more variable
when listening in noise. On average, adults with
HL wearing CIs performed similarly to adults
with severe HL wearing bilateral hearing aids
(HAs).1 HA wearers commonly report difficul-
ties when trying to understand speech in noise,
and this is one of the main reasons behind poor
uptake of hearing instruments.2 As identified in
a recent review surveys from the United King-
dom, United States, Finland, Denmark, and
Australia reveal that only 20 to 40% of individ-
uals who could benefit from hearing devices
actually seek and receive them, and of those who
do access them, up to 40% use them rarely or
not at all.3 This is of particular concern, be-
cause, when HL is left untreated, it may have a
significant negative impact both on the person
with HL and communication partners. People
with HL experience more depression, social
isolation, diminished capacity to learn, cogni-
tive decline, and reduced overall quality of life
compared with people with normal hearing.4–6

Many people with HL withdraw from commu-
nity life and avoid interpersonal interactions.7

Researchers have investigated auditory training
as a method for reducing the negative effects of

HL on speech perception and other auditory
abilities.

Auditory training typically focuses on im-
proving auditory discrimination skills and al-
most without exception uses speech stimuli.8,9

The effect of training is variable, with either
slight to moderate gains in speech perception or
no benefit, depending on the training protocol
used and the duration of the training.10 A
recently published review of auditory training
programs (13 studies) for adults with mild to
severe HL using hearing devices found signifi-
cant variation in the types of training offered.8

Stimuli included sentences, words, and/or non-
sense syllables; the duration of training ranged
from 2 weeks to 12 weeks; and the training was
based either at home or in the clinic. Although
most studies showed that participants improved
their performance on the specific task on which
they were trained, results were mixed as to
whether the training led to improved functional
outcomes, such as improved understanding of
speech in noise. Optimal auditory training
parameters are still not known.

CI recipients have variable outcomes, es-
pecially for speech perception in noise regard-
less of their performance in quiet, despite
enormous improvements in the technology.10

Several factors contribute to variable CI out-
comes such as duration of HL and age of onset
of the severe to profound HL.11 Auditory
training has been studied with mixed results
to improve speech recognition in noise for CI
users.12,13 The effects of a brief period of speech
perception training have also been investigated
in adults with normal hearing listening to CI-
simulated speech.9 The premise behind many
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training studies is that speech perception in
noise engages a range of auditory processes and
auditory training can strengthen these processes
and hence improve speech perception.13 Several
auditory training studies have investigated the
impact of short-term training on speech per-
ception in adults with CIs.8,10,13,14 For in-
stance, a 2005 study of four weeks of training
showed some benefits in quiet,12 although in a
later study,15 the same authors discussed the
importance of variability in the baseline perfor-
mance. In the study, the authors go on to
recommend the use of within-subject control
studies especially for this population. In another
short-term (3 weeks) computer-based training
study in adults with CI, the authors found that
the training assisted in consonant discrimina-
tion but did not generalize to sentence percep-
tion.14 Another 4-week auditory training study
found that digit perception in noise improved
and the improvements were sustained for at
least 1 month after the training ended but that
the improvements did not generalize to sen-
tences.16 A 2008 auditory training study found
that after training 24 hours over 6 weeks using a
commercial program, perception of Hearing In
Noise Test (HINT) sentences in noise im-
proved, and this change was not observed in
the control group.17,18 In a more recent study,
4 days of auditory training in adults with CIs
produced showed some changes for speech
perception in noise but only at favorable 15-
and 10-dB signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).13

The authors of these training studies ac-
knowledge that the aim of auditory training is a
significant improvement in speech perception
in noise, which is hard to attain.8 Overall, the
results to date are encouraging; however, sev-
eral factors are not well understood. These
include duration of training, amount of train-
ing or dosage, and the type of material or
training activity.8 Hence the current study
used a range of training tasks that are known
to correlate with speech perception such as
frequency discrimination, envelope cues, tem-
poral fine structure, and temporal resolution.
The premise of capturing various auditory
processes in the training was that engaging
the central auditory system using different
psychophysical tasks would improve speech
perception in noise.

Cortical auditory evoked potentials
(CAEPs) have been used to evaluate auditory
function in adults with CIs.19 Adults with
normal hearing display a P1, N1, and P2
CAEP response; these peaks are also evident
in adults with CIs. However, there are some
differences in morphology associated with the
duration and/or onset of HL.19 CAEPs are a
useful objective measure of auditory function as
they correlate with speech perception in expe-
rienced CI users, are influenced by auditory
experience, and can be used as an objective
research measure of auditory plasticity.19,20

There is some evidence for cortical auditory
plasticity and auditory training benefits for
speech perception in older adults with HL
using HAs and CIs.8,21,22 The correlation
between CAEPs and behavioral measures of
auditory function suggests that CAEPs could
be used to objectively evaluate the benefits of
auditory training with minimal influence of
nonauditory factors such as motivation.23 Al-
though CAEPs are not essential for observing
training effects, they are useful for determining
whether there are neurophysiologic changes
associated with the training.23,24 The current
study therefore used both behavioral tasks
(temporal and spectral discrimination, word
recognition in noise) and CAEPs to measure
the outcomes of auditory training.

Spectrotemporal encoding of speech is
essential for speech perception in poor
SNRs.25 For simple temporal tasks, such as
gaps in noise, CI users may be able to perform at
levels similar to normal hearing controls.26 For
simple spectral tasks such as frequency discrim-
ination, CI users struggle to achieve the sensi-
tivity achieved by people with normal
hearing.27,28 The question remains as to wheth-
er this is a limitation of current CI technology
or whether CI users have the capacity to
perceive subtle acoustic differences and perhaps
training psychophysical abilities may improve
these abilities. Maarefvand et al investigated a
CI recipient who had the advantage of intense
preimplantation auditory training, as well as
having normal hearing for many years prior to
losing his hearing.29 This CI user could dis-
criminate between sounds one semitone apart,
ability beyond that of the majority of CI users.
Maarefvand et al concluded that CIs are able to
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code enough detail for a highly sensitive audi-
tory system to be able to discriminate sounds at
near normal hearing performance and that this
CI user’s high performance was related to the
amount of auditory training undergone earlier
in life.29 Intense auditory training postimplan-
tation rather than preimplantation is the more
usual model of auditory training for CI users,
however.29 This case study suggests it is not
necessarily CI technology that limits percep-
tion, but rather the ability of the CI user’s
auditory nervous system to process sounds.

Gap detection,30 temporal modulation dis-
crimination (slow temporal processing),31 and
spectral ripple thresholds correlate strongly
with speech perception in experienced CI
users.32,33 Because of the variable speech per-
ception and psychophysical abilities of CI users,
it is of interest to know whether these abilities
can change postimplantation with intense,
short-term auditory training.34 Temporal fine
structure cues are needed for speech recognition
in noise, and perception of these cues is com-
promised in people with HL.35 Processing of
temporal fine structure was included in the
auditory training paradigm in the Iterated
Rippled Noise (IRN) task.36 Frequency dis-
crimination has also been identified as chal-
lenging for CI users and hence was also
included in the auditory training paradigm.37

There are no clear guidelines regarding the
optimal duration and intensity of training. Com-
pliance with training regimens is challenging, and
hence shorter training periods may be more
effective clinically.38 Little is known aboutwheth-
er speech perception and other aspects of auditory
processing are trainable via psychophysical or
music listening tasks and whether training effects
can be distinguished from passive learning effects
for CI users. There is evidence that short-term
bouts of training can be advantageous for both
auditory and cognitive processing.39 For example,
3months ofmusic training delivered at the rate of
3 hours of piano lessons per week improved
memory and processing speed in older adults.40

Short-term music training also has been success-
ful in improving music perception in CI users.10

CI users’ speech perception may be regulated by
their psychophysical abilities, and passive learning
can influence these to an extent.10 This may
explain research evidence for a link between

duration of CI experience and performance41;
the longer the duration of CI use, the more
passive learning opportunities experienced. The
current study investigated the effects of a short, 1-
week period of spectrotemporal psychophysical
training on speech recognition in noise and
CAEPs to speech stimuli. We hypothesized
that training over the week would result in
improved performance on gap detection, spectral
ripple noise, IRN, and temporal modulation
discrimination tasks, and that this improvement
in psychophysical abilities would be associated
with improved word recognition scores and
CAEPs.

METHODS

Participants

Ten participants aged 39 to 78 years (mean
¼ 55.36, standard deviation [SD] ¼ 13.67)
with 1.7 to 4.3 years of CI experience (mean
¼ 3.01, SD ¼ 0.96) undertook objective and
behavioral measurements four times, three
times prior to (to explain a stable performance
baseline) and once after training. Participants
were recruited from the NewZealand Northern
Cochlear Implant Program. Adult CI users
considered by their rehabilitationist to have a
clinically stableMAP, with good clinical speech
discrimination abilities (>50% score for
HINT) sentences in quiet) and a single-sided
implant, who had their implant a minimum of
15 months were considered eligible for the
study. Participants’ HINT sentence recognition
scores in quiet ranged from 52 to 100% correct
(mean ¼ 85.0, SD ¼ 21.9). No noise suppres-
sion programs were active during the assess-
ments. All 10 participants had Advanced
Combined Encoder strategies and were either
using a Cochlear Freedom or Nucleus 5 (Co-
chlear, Australia) implant system. Six partic-
ipants were prelingually deafened (Table 1).
The research was approved by the University of
Auckland Human Participants Ethics
Committee.

Auditory Training

There were four visits to the laboratory with
7 days of training between visits 3 and 4. The
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first trip to the laboratory is referred to as visit 1,
the following day was visit 2 to gather test-retest
information; visit 3 was 7 days later , followed by
visit 4, whichwas 7 days after visit 3. Seven days of
psychophysical auditory training was undertaken
between visits 3 and 4; these are referred to as
training days 1 to 7, with a control period of no
training between visits 2 and 3. Participants were
provided with a laptop and direct input lead at
visit 3 after the initial three assessments. One
week of home-based auditory training was un-
dertaken on seven custom-designed APEX 3
programs,42 outlined in Table 2. The training
protocol took�1hour per day.Completion of the
training protocol was confirmed for each partici-
pant at the end of the 7 days by examining the
daily data files for each APEX program.

Training Tasks

All participants were trained on temporal and
spectral tasks. These were presented in an

adaptive manner. Gap-in-Noise and frequency
discrimination tasks used temporally or spec-
trally simple stimuli, whereas the two rippled
noise tasks and temporal modulation transfer
function (TMTF) used complex noise stimuli.
All tasks used a three-alternative forced choice
protocol; participants had to identify the odd
stimulus when three stimuli were presented.
The presentation of the stimuli was through the
direct input from the laptop to the implant
processor. All tasks had to be completed each
day and hence the overall training was about 1
hour. Participants were not told a specific order
for completing the tasks. Each participant had a
folder created on the computer, and most
participants undertook the training tasks in
alphabetical order (frequency discrimination
first, TMTF last). The mean of the last three
reversals in a block of five was taken as the
threshold. The task was terminated whenever
five reversals are completed or the minimum
level of stimulus is reached.

Table 1 Details of the 10 Participants

CI, Duration

of Implant (y)

Age of Aiding (y) Age of Implant

(y)

Implant

Ear

Probable Cause of Hearing

Loss

CI 1, 3 Early but

only regular

since 18

57 Left Possibly genetic

CI 2, 1 1 44.9 Left Rubella

CI 3, 2.5 1 48 Right Rubella

CI 4, 1.5 12 37 Left Progressive in last 13–14 y

CI 5, 3 3 41.8 Right Fever

CI 6, 3 5 57.6 Left Hereditary

CI 7, 3.3 39 66.9 Left Otosclerosis/progressive

CI 8, 5.1 35 74.9 Left Congenital progressive

CI 9, 3.2 8 69.1 Left Progressive sensorineural

CI 10, 2.5 5 38 Right Progressive, 5 y, profound

Table 2 Details of Psychophysical Tasks Trained for 7 Days

Task Type Task Name Format Measurement

Temporal Gap-in-Noise 3AFC, staircase Gap threshold (ms)

TMTF 3AFC, staircase Amplitude modulation depth (dB)

IRN 3AFC, staircase IRN to noise ratio

Spectral Frequency Discrimination 2AFC, yes-no task Frequency (Hz)

SRN 3AFC, staircase Number of ripples per octave

Abbreviations: 3AFC, three-alternative forced choice; IRN, Iterated Ripple Noise; SRN, Spectral Ripple Noise; TMTF,
Temporal Modulation Transfer Function.
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Gap-in-Noise

Gap-in-Noise is a measure of temporal resolu-
tion, where listeners identify the noise contain-
ing a gap. The stimuli were white noise bursts of
500milliseconds duration with a ramp of 20
milliseconds with and without variable gap.
Stimuli were generated using a 16-bit digital
to analog converter with a sampling frequency
of 44.1 kHz. The noise was passed through a
band pass filter with 120 dB/octave slope (finite
impulse response (FIR) filter). A variable
amount of silence was introduced in the middle
of noise to generate the gap. The silence dura-
tion varied in 2 milliseconds steps from 50 to 0
milliseconds.

TMTF

The TMTF is a measure of temporal resolution
that indicates one’s ability to detect of ampli-
tude modulations in a signal across modulation
frequency. The signal was a 500-millisecond
duration white noise low pass filtered at
2,000 Hz with an onset and offset ramp of 20
milliseconds. The white noise was amplitude
modulated by multiplying it with a DC shifted
sine wave. The modulation frequencies used
were 4, 16, 32, and 64 Hz. The depth of
modulation (m) was controlled by varying the
amplitude of the sine wave from 0 (0% modu-
lation) to 1 (100% modulation). At each mod-
ulation frequency, 15 stimuli were created with
modulation depths varying from �30 dB to
0 dB (in 2-dB steps). Each TMTF exercise
was terminated when five reversals were ob-
tained, and the mean of the last three reversals
was recorded.

IRN

The IRN task required participants to discrim-
inate IRN noise from bandpass noise. The IRN
was created by adding a delayed (d ¼ 10 milli-
seconds) copy of the noise to the original noise.
Repeating this process eight times resulted in a
stimulus creating a pitch sensation that was
determined by the frequency 1/d, giving a
perception of 100 Hz.43 The noise used in
the present study had a bandwidth of 1,000
to 4,000 Hz.

Frequency Discrimination

In the frequency discrimination task, the lis-
tener’s task was to detect the interval containing
the high-pitched tone. Each stimulus had an
overall duration of 500 milliseconds, including
rise/fall times of 20 milliseconds. The amount
of frequency change was 8 Hz for first two
reversals, and 2 Hz for the subsequent eight
reversals. The frequency discrimination task
targeted spectral resolution at 1,000 and
4,000 Hz.

Spectral Ripple Difference

Spectral rippled noise (SRN) was generated as
described by Won et al.31 The SRN had a
bandwidth of 100 to 5,000 Hz and a peak-to-
valley ratio of 30 dB. Fourteen different stimuli
with different ripple densities (0.125, 0.176,
0.250, 0.354, 0.500, 0.707, 1.000, 1.414, 2.000,
2.828, 4.000, 5.657, 8.000, and 11.314 ripples/
octave) were synthesized. Two versions of each
stimulus were generated differing in the phase
of the spectral envelope. The reference ripple
noise had a phase of 0 radians, whereas the
target ripple noise had a phase of p/2 radians.
All the stimuli were 500 milliseconds in dura-
tion with 150-millisecond rise/fall times.

All tasks, except for theGap-in-Noise task,
provided immediate feedback for right or
wrong answers. Thresholds for the forced-
choice psychophysical discrimination tasks ob-
tained on the first (day 1) and last training day
(day 7) of the auditory training period were
compared using paired t tests.

Outcome Measures

Two measures of auditory performance were
undertaken before (visits 1, 2, 3) and after
training (visit 4): CAEPs and speech recogni-
tion in quiet and noise. CAEPs were recorded
using AgCl electrodes; the active electrode was
placed at Fz with the reference electrode on the
mastoid contralateral to the CI, and the ground
electrode on the forehead. The Compumedics
Neuroscan SCAN4.5 software with a Compu-
medics SynAmps2 amplifier (Compumedics,
Australia) system was used for CAEP record-
ings. CAEP stimuli consisted of a bisyllabic
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utterance /baba/, spoken by an Australian fe-
male in three different prosodic patterns—no-
stress (/baba/), early stress (/BAba/) and late
stress (/baBA/)—presented in two different
listening conditions: in quiet and in eight-talker
babble with adult male and female speakers at
75-dB sound pressure level (SPL). The bisyl-
labic stimuli were chosen to match the CVCV
structure of the words in the speech perception
task and to explore effects of natural speech
stimulus intensity variation on CAEP
outcomes. Table 3 summarizes the temporal
characteristics of the CAEP stimuli.

CAEP stimuli were presented using Neu-
roscan Stim2 software through an Australian
Monitor Synergy SY400 power amplifier and
Sabine Graphi-Q GRQ-3102 equalizer (Sa-
bine Inc., Alachua, FL) to a Turbosound IM-
PACT 50 speaker (Turbosound, England)
1.4 m from the participant, at 0-degree azi-
muth. The level of /baba/ with no stress on
either syllable was 75-dB SPL. The intensity of
the stressed syllable in /BAba/ and /baBA/ was
8 dB higher. The babble noise was presented
through a second identical speaker at 45-degree
azimuth at 1.4 m distance, calibrated to 70-dB
SPL, resulting in a SNR ranging from þ5 dB
(unstressed syllable) to þ13 (stressed syllable)
dB for the noise condition. Speech stimuli for
CAEP recordings were presented in pseudor-
andomized order with a variable interstimulus
interval of 1,000 to 1,500 milliseconds. Each
speech stimulus was presented 60 times per
trial, with three trials per condition, presented
in randomized order, giving a total of 180
evoked responses per stimulus.

The Lexical Neighborhood Test (LNT)
monosyllabic LNT and multisyllabic subtests
were presented at 75 dB SPL at 0-degree
azimuth using a laptop connected to a GSI
61 clinical audiometer, Laboratory-Gruppen

amplifier, and TurboSound speaker (Turbo-
sound, England).44 In the noise condition,
the 70-dB SPL eight-speaker babble (National
Australia Laboratory (NAL) recording) was
played on the same audiometer channel (þ5-
dB SNR). LNT word lists were pseudoran-
domly assigned to the noise or quiet condition
for each visit. LNT lists have easy words that
have few alternatives in the lexical neighbor-
hood and hence are highly predictable, and hard
words have many alternatives in their neigh-
borhood (for example, the word cat has many
neighbors including bat, cut, cad, and at). Con-
sequently, hard lists require the participant to
hear well to recognize the presented token as
mishearing a phoneme means a different word
will be perceived. As the primary aim was to
identify if the training improved listening in
noise, testing in noise included the monosyl-
labic LNT and multisyllabic LNT easy and
hard lists while testing in quiet was performed
for easy monosyllabic LNT words only. If
needed, pausing the recording was acceptable
to allow the participant additional time to
process the sound but the words were not
repeated during speech perception testing.

Data Analysis

For CAEP analysis, continuous EEG record-
ings for each trial were timed between �100 to
900 milliseconds using batch processing. Base-
line correction (�100 to 0 milliseconds) and
artifact rejection (�100 to 100 V) were applied
to each epoch. Offline 30-Hz low-pass filter
with zero phase shift was applied. The three
trials per stimulus condition were combined to
obtain a grand average for each stimulus condi-
tion. After post hoc processing, responses were
peak picked for latencies and amplitudes of the
P1-N1-P2 complex. The latency and amplitude

Table 3 Temporal Properties of Cortical Auditory Evoked Potential Stimuli

Stimulus Syllable1

Duration (ms)

Pause

Duration (ms)

Syllable2

Onset (ms)

Syllable2

Duration (ms)

Total Duration

(ms)

/baba/ 110 55 165 235 400

/BAba/ 136 44 180 176 356

/baBA/ 131 94 225 217 442
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of each peak P1-N1-P2 was determined for the
six grand averages (quiet/noise, three speech
stimuli) for each participant, for the four sepa-
rate visits.

The bisyllabic stimuli produced two P1-
N1-P2 evoked potential waveforms for some
participants, but P1-N1-P2 to the first syllable
was consistently evoked in all participants. The
CAEP to the initial syllable was defined as the
positive peak (P1) at �100 milliseconds after
stimulus onset, N1 as the negative peak follow-
ing P1, and P2 was defined as the largest peak
within the complex in the 200- to 250-milli-
second latency region. N1P2 amplitude was
determined by subtracting N1 amplitude from
P2 amplitude. Similar rules were used to iden-
tify the CAEP to the second syllable (P1´-N1´-
P2´). Repeated measures analyses of variance
(ANOVA) were conducted to determine stim-
ulus (�3), noise (�2), and visit (�4) effects on
the amplitudes and latency for the first three
CAEP peaks. The later P1´-N1´-P2´ peaks
were not analyzed because these peaks were
not consistently present across participants and
stimuli.

LNT percent word correct scores (mono-
syllabic LNT and multisyllabic LNT) for easy
quiet and easy noise conditions were com-
pared using repeated-measures ANOVA to
determine whether speech scores were affect-
ed by word type, noise, and visit (two types of
lists; two SNRs, noise and quiet; four visits).
Composite noise scores (averaged across easy

and hard word lists) were also examined
separately using a repeated-measures AN-
OVA to see if training affected speech recog-
nition scores in noise (irrespective of the type
of stimuli).

RESULTS

Psychophysical Auditory Training

Table 4 shows psychophysical means and SDs
for the CI participants for the first and last day
of training compared with published means for
adults with normal hearing. Normative data are
provided for the iterated and spectral ripple
noise and TMTF tasks and the Gap-in-Noise
and frequency discrimination tasks.45,46

Gap-in-Noise results were similar to values
obtained for normal hearing adults, even pre-
training, and did not change significantly over
time (F(1, 9) ¼ 0.477, p ¼ 0.507). IRN and
frequency discrimination scores did not change
significantly over the training period, (F(1,
8) ¼ 1.842, p � 0.212 and F(1, 7) ¼ 2.14,
p � 0.177, respectively). For the IRN and
frequency discrimination tasks, participants
did not achieve the sensitivity of participants
with normal hearing, even post-training. Per-
formance on the SRN task was similar to
previously reported normative data.43 Thresh-
olds significantly improved for the SRN task
between the first and final day of training
(F(1,8) ¼ 7.58, p ¼ 0.025).

Table 4 Mean Discrimination Thresholds (n ¼ 10) on Day 1 (First) and Day 7 (Last) of Auditory
Training for Simple and Complex Temporal and Spectral Psychophysical Tasks

Task Type Task Name Day 1, Mean (SD) Day 7, Mean (SD) Normal Hearing

Adults

Temporal Gap-in-Noise (ms) 8.7 (6.3) 6.3 (4.4) 4.68 (1.0)�

Iterated Ripple Noise

(Iterated Ripple

Noise–to–noise ratio)

0.153 (0.114) 0.136 (0.108) 0.05 (0.01)†

Spectral Frequency discrimina-

tion (Hz) at 1,000 Hz

110.2 (49.3) 97.1 (59.8) 20.2 (15.1)�

Frequency discrimina-

tion (Hz) at 4,000 Hz

138.8 (48.0) 113.8 (29.1)

Spectral Ripple Noise

(ripples/octave)

2.65 (2.6) 5.19 (2.7) 5.52 (2.48)†

�Meha-Bettison.45
†Peter et al.43
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Fig. 1 shows TMTF results for the CI
participants compared with normative (n ¼ 10)
results.43 Only 9 of the 10 CI participants had
TMTF results as one participant was not able to
complete the task. Fig. 1 shows similar perfor-
mance at 64 Hz for normal hearing and CI
listeners; t tests showed no difference in TMTF
thresholds from the normative data for 64 Hz
on day 1 (p ¼ 0.647) or day 7 (p ¼ 0.644). For
all other modulation frequencies (4, 16, 32 Hz)
thresholds were significantly poorer
(p < 0.001) for the participants with CIs
than the normative thresholds. The comparison
of training day 1 and day 7 results across all
frequencies suggested a significant effect of
training (F(1,7) ¼ 8.85, p ¼ 0.046); however,
planned comparisons showed only a trend for
improved performance at 4 Hz (p ¼ 0.057)
when pre- post-training results were compared
for individual amplitude modulation
frequencies.

Noise and Syllable Stress Effects on

CAEPs

For visit 1, latencies in quiet were 102.7 (�17.9)
for P1, 158.2 ( � 22.9) for N1, and 239.10
( � 19.4) for P2. P1,N1, and P2 latencies were
all significantly longer (p < 0.001, see Table 5)
and amplitudes were significantly smaller in
noise than in quiet with the exception of N1
(p � 0.28, see Table 5) for all three speech
stimuli. For example, the noise increased laten-
cies by 27 to 33 milliseconds for all peaks for the
no-stress syllable. These results are consistent

Figure 1 Temporal modulation transfer function
results of participants with cochlear implants (n ¼ 9;
dashed line ¼ training day 1, dotted line ¼ training
day 7) compared with published normal hearing (NH)
values from Peter et al (2014) (solid line).43
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with other studies that have shown that mask-
ing affects stimulus audibility and hence CAEP
latencies and amplitudes.47,48

Participants could all perceive the differ-
ences between the speech stimuli and this was
reflected in the CAEPs. P1, N1, and P2 laten-
cies, but not amplitudes, differed significantly
among the three speech stimuli (Table 5). P1,
N1 and P2 latencies were significantly longer
for the first syllable stress condition (BAba),
and P1 and N1 latencies were significantly
shorter for the second syllable stress condition
(baBA).

Training Effects on CAEPs

Fig. 2 shows pretraining versus post-training
CAEPs recorded on visit 3 (immediately pre-
training) and visit 4 (immediately post-train-
ing) for the three stimuli and in the quiet and
noise conditions. The effect of varying stimulus
stress is more evident for the CAEP waveforms
recorded in noise. The speech stimulus with

second syllable stress (baBA) produced a dis-
tinct P1´-N1´-P2´ response following the ini-
tial P1-N1-P2 in about half the participants.
This is evident in the grand average waveform
for /baBA/, but not in the grand averages for the
other stimuli.

Fig. 3 shows CAEPs recorded for all the
speech stimuli (/baba; BAba; baBA/) in quiet
and in noise for all four visits. P2 and N1P2
amplitudes showed a trend for increased am-
plitudes across visit, consistent with previously
reported training effects on CAEPs.49,50

Planned comparisons showed that for P2 there
were no pre- and post-training differences
when results were examined for individual
stimuli. N1P2 amplitude increased significantly
between visit 3 and 4 only for the no-stress
stimulus /baba/ in quiet (p ¼ 0.005).

Speech Perception

LNT speech scores in quiet were very consistent
over time, with a mean score of 63.7%

Figure 2 Grand average cortical auditory evoked potentials (n ¼ 10) recorded at Fz showing pre- (left column)
and post- (right column) training prosodic stress responses in quiet (top row) and noise condition (bottom
row). The y-axis has amplitudes 4 to �4 V and x-axis has latencies from �100 to 900.
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( � 19.0) across the first three visits compared
with post-training 63.2% ( � 23.4). In noise,
the mean score was 36.2% ( � 20.8) in the
pretraining sessions compared with 46.71%
( � 22.2) at visit 4. As expected, speech per-
ception in noise was significantly poorer than
performance in quiet (F(1,9) ¼ 42.57,
p < 0.001). Overall LNT results (monosyllabic
LNT and multisyllabic LNT) showed a signifi-
cant main effect of visit for the noise condition
(F(3, 24) ¼ 6.63, p ¼ 0.002) but not for the
quiet condition. Planned comparisons also
showed that monosyllabic LNT easy
(p ¼ 0.002) and monosyllabic LNT hard
(p ¼ 0.003) word scores in noise were signifi-
cantly better post-training (visit 4) than pre-
training at visit 3 (Fig. 4). There was more
variability across baseline assessments for mul-
tisyllabic LNT lists (SD 30%) than for mono-
syllabic LNT (SD 16%) lists, which may have
contributed to the lack of significant findings
for multisyllabic LNT words.

Correlations and Effect Sizes

Performance on the post-training session tasks
that showed changes after training (N1P2
amplitude, monosyllabic LNT word scores in
noise, spectral ripple discrimination (SRD)
scores) scores were not correlated. The lack of
correlation may reflect the small sample size or
the differences in the size of the training
benefits across behavioral and electrophysiolog-
ic measures. The effect size for the change in
N1P2 amplitude for the no-stress stimulus
/baba/ pre- versus post-training was medium
to large (Cohen d ¼ 0.65; r ¼ 0.30). Moderate
effect sizes were seen for easy monosyllabic
LNT (d ¼ 0.57; r ¼ 0.27) and hard monosyl-
labic LNT words (d ¼ 0.30; r ¼ 0.14). SRD
psychophysical scores showed the biggest
change with a Cohen d of 0.81 (r ¼ 0.38).

Figure 3 Cortical auditory evoked potential grand
averages showing changes in the average waveform
over visits, with v1, v2, and v3 being pretraining
visits and v4 being the post-training visit. Top graph
shows quiet /baba/ and bottom graph shows quiet
/BAba/ condition.

Figure 4 (A) Lexical Neighborhood Test (LNT)
scores over four visits for quiet and noise conditions.
Vertical bars denote 0.95 confidence intervals. �Two
word lists that yielded a significant difference be-
tween visits 3 and 4. There were no difference
between scores for visit 1, visit 2, and visit 3. (B)
Easy and hard word lists for the LNT word lists
across the four visits. The arrow indicates the
training period (7 days). There is a significant differ-
ence for these two lists between visit 3 (pretraining)
and visit 4 (post-training).
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DISCUSSION
The present study determined whether short-
term computer-based auditory psychophysical
training improved speech recognition in adults
with CI and if altered speech scores would be
reflected in the CAEPs. All 10 CI participants
completed 7 hours of training over a week
unsupervised at home with no monetary bene-
fit. The auditory training was associated with a
small average improvement over time on all
psychophysical measures; however, only SRN
thresholds improved significantly between
training day 1 and day 7. The goal of training
was to enhance speech perception in noise.
Won and colleagues found that SRN discrimi-
nation correlated with speech perception in
noise for CI users.31 Consistent with the ob-
served improvement in SRN, speech recogni-
tion in noise significantly improved after
training in the current study but only for two
conditions (easy and hard monosyllabic LNT
words).

Although N1P2 CAEP amplitudes
showed some changes post-training, these did
not correlate with behavioral post-training
measures, and the prepost CAEP difference
was only significant for the unstressed speech
stimulus /baba/. Syllable stress had a significant
effect on CAEP latencies, indicating that these
intensity differences were processed at the level
of the auditory cortex. The training affected
CAEPs for the unstressed stimulus but not the
stressed syllables, which could be a training-
specific effect as intensity/prosody variation was
not included in the training materials, or the
effects of training may have been more difficult
to demonstrate due to the greater variability in
CAEPs observed for the stressed stimuli. Fur-
thermore, changes in CAEPs can occur with
repeated exposure to stimuli (e.g., Tremblay et
al),51 hence it will be important to do future
studies in this area using a matched control
group that does not receive auditory training to
determine whether the psychophysical training
accounts for the observed changes in CAEPs
and speech perception.

The improvement in speech scores is con-
sistent with other investigations of short-term
auditory training using commercial computer-
ized auditory training software (Seeing and
Hearing Speech) with CI recipients and post-

lingually deaf individuals (n ¼ 5).13 The Seeing
and Hearing Speech training occurred over
4 days of an hour each day and hence is
comparable to the current study. The research-
ers also showedmodest improvements in speech
scores, 8.44% (p ¼ 0.01) for HINT scores at
þ15-dB SNR and 7.89% (p ¼ 0.02) for Quick-
SIN (speech in noise) scores.

Psychophysical performance was not ex-
amined at all four visits, only at the start and end
of the training period (visits 3 and 4). Consis-
tent with previous training studies, the largest
effect of the training was on scores for one of the
training tasks, SRN. This task involves spec-
trally complex stimuli, and performance on this
task has been linked with speech perception in
previous research with CI users.31 It is not clear
whether training on this task alone would have
resulted in the changes observed in CAEPs and
speech scores; further research is needed to
clarify this and to determine whether psycho-
physical training alone, or for a longer period of
time, has similar or greater benefits compared
with speech based auditory training.

Although performance differed after train-
ing for the SRN task, for speech scores, and for
CAEPs, but these results did not correlate with
each other. As noted by Tremblay et al,52 it is
possible for CAEP changes to precede post-
training changes in behavior, and hence it is
useful to compare the time course of behavioral
and electrophysiologic changes in CI partici-
pants undergoing training. The use of more
closely matched stimuli for behavioral and
CAEP measures may improve the agreement
between these measures in future studies.

The sample size was relatively small, and
there was large variation in speech recognition
skills across the 10 participants. Variation in
baseline abilities has been cited previously as a
factor contributing to the limited success of
auditory training.14 Participants in the current
study had their CI for at least 15 months.
Training studies report greater success when
participants have had a year or less CI experi-
ence.12 Clinically, the use of auditory training
seems particularly important for people with
more CI experience whose performance reaches
a plateau below an optimal level for effective
communication in challenging environments in
everyday life.
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The majority of participants in the current
study had prelingual onset of deafness. Earlier
studies have shown better outcomes for CI users
who are postlingually deafened. For example,
Fu et al had four postlingually deafened CI
participants out of 10 participants in their study
and found that the significant improvements on
HINT sentences were observed for these post-
lingual participants.12 Most of the participants
in the current study were not successful HA
users and had not used their HAs on a regular
basis prior to implantation; therefore, the evi-
dence for some auditory plasticity in this popu-
lation provided by this study is encouraging.53

The auditory training materials and tasks in the
current study focused on bottom-up auditory
processing skills including spectral and tempo-
ral processing of simple and complex stimuli
that may be more beneficial for this group.

The interaction between bottom-up audi-
tory processing and top-down cognitive and
language-processing skills and optimal auditory
training has not been established. It is possible
that training needs to tap into broader language,
attention, and memory skills (top-down) for
some people. It is recognized that training
ought to be adaptive to accommodate for
variations in performance and that learning is
optimal when training is kept at a difficult but
possible level, sometimes referred to as the edge
of competence.54 The idea that the training
approach should consider baseline cognitive
abilities is new, however. There is increasing
interest in the interaction between auditory
perception and cognition, but this has not
been explored with respect to auditory training.
Lunner et al reviewed the evidence for links
between cognition and HA performance and
noted that working memory impacts on the
benefits of different signal-processing strategies
in HA users.55 HA users with better working
memory benefit more from fast-acting com-
pression. Another study by the same group
reported that the impact of working memory
differed depending on the duration of the
hearing device usage.56 Closer to the fitting
time, the working memory played a bigger role
than 6 months later. Currently, there are only a
few studies of auditory training benefits in CI
users with small numbers, high variability in
baseline speech perception abilities, and no

assessment of cognitive skills that might impact
on training effectiveness. Hence, more research
is needed in this area.

The optimal duration and intensity/dosage
of auditory training is also not well established.
The current study had 7 hours of training but
other studies have used longer training periods
ranging up to 3 weeks with similar outcomes.8

Molloy et al found that shorter, more intensive
training was more effective for auditory percep-
tual learning. Research that includes frequent
probes to assess learning during the course of
training is needed to better clarify optimal
training duration and dosage for people with
CIs.57

Another aspect that could be better evalu-
ated in auditory training studies is the partic-
ipants’ reports of benefits or impact on listening
effort. In the current study, three of the CI
participants spontaneously volunteered that the
training helped in increasing their awareness of
practicing their listening skills. Participants’
opinions and experiences of training benefits
are often not reported but are an important
consideration given the acknowledged poor
compliance and lack of engagement in train-
ing,38 despite published evidence for training
effectiveness. Given these challenges, it is im-
portant that training is acceptable, has demon-
strated effectiveness for important functional
outcomes such as speech perception in noise,
and optimizes outcomes in a short period of
time. The current study of short-term auditory
training showed improved perception of spec-
trally complex auditory stimuli, cortical evoked
potentials, and speech perception in noise on a
challenging speech perception task, suggesting
that the psychophysical training approach war-
rants further investigation.
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